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Abstract

This paper compares the true, ex-ante forecasting performance of a micro-based model against

both a standard macro model and a random walk. In contrast to existing literature, which is

focused on longer horizon forecasting, we examine forecasting over horizons from one day to one

month (the one-month horizon being where micro and macro analysis begin to overlap). Over

our 3-year forecasting sample, we find that the micro-based model consistently out-performs both

the random walk and the macro model. Micro-based forecasts account for almost 16 per cent

of the sample variance in monthly spot rate changes. These results provide a level of empirical

validation as yet unattained by other models. Though our micro-based model out-performs the

macro model, this does not imply that past macro analysis has overlooked key fundamentals: our

structural interpretation using a fundamentals-based model shows that our findings are consistent

with exchange rates being driven by standard fundamentals.
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Introduction
This paper compares the true, ex-ante forecasting performance of a micro-based model against

both a standard macro model and a random walk. In contrast to existing literature, which is

focused on longer horizon forecasting, we examine forecasting over horizons from one day to one

month (the one-month horizon being where micro and macro analysis begin to overlap). Over our

3-year forecasting sample, we find that the micro-based model consistently out-performs both the

random walk and the macro model. Micro-based forecasts account for almost 16 per cent of the

sample variance in monthly spot rate changes. These results provide a level of empirical validation

as yet unattained by other models.

The forecasting experiment proposed by Richard Meese and Kenneth Rogoff (1983) remains

a benchmark against which exchange rate models are judged. Their result that structural macro

models cannot out-perform a naive random-walk has proven robust over the decades. Yet, the

Meese-Rogoff paper was never about forecasting in the true sense, i.e., using time-t information to

forecast exchange rates at t+1. By using concurrent, realized values of the forcing variables, their

regressions were more about concurrent explanation than about ex-ante forecasting. Their only

“forecasting” element is in their reliance on ex-ante data to estimate equation parameters, which

appropriately penalized models whose estimated parameters were unstable.

Charles Engel and Kenneth West (2004a,b) provide a valuable perspective on the forecastability

of exchange rates. One explanation for the random walk nature of exchange rates is that there

exists some unobserved fundamental that itself follows a random walk (unobserved being important

because fundamentals proposed in most macro models do not follow random walks). They offer

a different explanation, one rooted in the asset approach to exchange rates and the present value

relation that follows from it. Specifically, they show that if fundamentals are I(1), but not necessarily

random walks, then as the discount factor in the present value relation approaches one, the exchange

rate will follow a process arbitrarily close to a random walk. Intuitively, given that an I(1) process

can be split into random-walk and stationary components, a discount factor near one means that

most all of the weight is placed on fundamentals far into the future, expectations of which are

dominated by the random-walk component.

This paper takes the analysis of Engel and West as an important reorientation of thinking

and brings it to the natural next step. Specifically, if there is little room for forecasting based

on stationary components of fundamentals, then one needs to focus on where all the action is,

namely, exchange rate dynamics that come from expectational surprises. Though the surprise part

is, by definition, orthogonal to public information, our micro-based model shows that there should

exist types of “non-public” information that are useful for forecasting this part, and where to look
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for these types of information.2 We then locate data on these types of non-public information

and test whether they have true, ex-ante forecasting power. We should emphasize that our tests

are qualitatively stronger than those of Meese and Rogoff: the hurdle for finding that a model

outperforms a random walk is even higher.

Importantly, our result that the micro-based model out-performs the macro model does not

imply that macro fundamentals will never explain exchange rates. Quite the contrary, our findings

are in fact consistent with the view that the principal driver of exchange rates is standard macro

fundamentals. As a conceptual matter, we show this by providing a structural interpretation–using

a fundamentals-based model–that our findings are consistent with fundamentals being the driver.

As an empirical matter, there is firm evidence that the non-public information that we exploit here

for forecasting exchange rates is also useful for forecasting macro fundamentals themselves, so this

information is not orthogonal to the evolving real economy (see Martin Evans and Richard Lyons

2004b).

The remainder of the paper has four sections. Section I provides perspective on why forecasting

exchange rates is so difficult. Section II presents two forecasting models from the macro tradition

and one forecasting model from the more recent, micro-based tradition. Section III describes

our data, reviews some estimation issues, and presents our empirical results. Section IV presents

concluding remarks.

I Forecasting Exchange Rates

Why are future changes in exchange rates so hard to forecast? To address this question, we start

with the present value expression for the spot rate:

st = (1− b)
P∞

i=0 b
iEtft+i, (1)

where st is the log nominal exchange rate ($/other), and ft is current macro fundamentals. This

equation nests a large class of macro exchange rate models: The precise definition of fundamentals

and the specific form of the parameter b depend on the macro model in question. To study the

forecasting implications of (1), we iterate forward to get,

st = Etft +
b
1−bEt∆st+1,

2We refrain from using the word “news” because it has too strong an association with macro information that
is public, which, even in the most careful of event studies, explains less that 5 percent of exchange rate variation in
total (see Andersen et al. 2003).
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and then rearrange to give:

∆st+1 =
1−b
b (st −Etft) + εt+1, (2)

where: εt+1 ≡ (1− b)
X∞

i=0
bi (Et+1 −Et) ft+i+1. (3)

Equations (2) and (3) allow us to analyze how the behavior of fundamentals affects the fore-

castability of exchange rates. To this end, let us start with the simple case of fundamentals ft
following a random walk. Equation (1) implies that st = Etft in this case, so according to (2) the

spot rate must also follow a random walk. The point here is that unforcastability in spot rates does

not in itself imply that spot rates are disconnected from fundamentals. Put differently, forecasting

success is not necessary for validating macro models.

Many macro models identify elements of ft as I(1), but not random walks. In this case there

should be some forecastability. However, Engel and West (2004a) point out that forecasting will

still be hard because the value of b implied by macro models is close to unity. We can illustrate

their point with a simple example. Suppose that changes in fundamentals follow the auto-regressive

process

∆ft = φ∆ft−1 + ut, (4)

with 1 > φ > 0, and also that Etft = ft (i.e. there is complete information about the current state

of fundamentals). Then (1) implies that st − ft follows an AR(1) process

st − ft = φ(st−1 − ft−1) +
bφ

1−βφut,

and εt+1 =
1

1−bφut+1. These results imply a theoretical R
2 from equation (2) of

(1− b)2 φ2

(1− b)2 φ2 + (1− φ2)
.

Simple calculations show that the implied values for R2 are below 0.01 when b is greater than 0.95

and φ is less than 0.8. There is very little forecastability in ∆st+1 when b is close to unity unless

the changes in fundamentals are very strongly autocorrelated.

In reality, forecasting exchange rates will be even harder than this example implies because

we do not have data on the real-time estimates of fundamentals, Etft. Even when we have the

“correct” definition of fundamentals and so can construct a value for ft, this ex-post value may differ

significantly from the real time estimate (see, for example, Evans 2004). Under these circumstances,

estimating ∆st+1 = 1−b
b (st − ft) + ε̂t+1 will produce poorer results than our example suggests

because bias from measurement error pushes the coefficient on st − ft towards zero.

Engel and West’s analysis and our simple example suggest that forecasting future spot rate

changes with the fundamentals found in macro models is indeed a challenge. This does not mean
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that forecasting spot rates is all but impossible. On the contrary, it suggests that we reorientate

our thinking towards a new class of models. Specifically, if there is little room for forecasting based

on st − ft, because b is close to unity and changes in fundamentals are not very predictable, then

we need to focus on where all the action is, namely, exchange rate dynamics that come from expec-

tational surprises (i.e., εt+1 in equation 3). This is precisely the focus of more recent micro-based

models. Macro models are agnostic about the process by which information is incorporated into

new forecasts (since all relevant information is assumed public, and the mapping to price is direct

and immediate). Micro-based models focus, by contrast, on the process through which dispersed

information becomes known to the agents who set prices–the marketmakers–and is thereby in-

corporated in their expectations. Only after being incorporated in marketmaker expectations does

it affect the prices that marketmakers set.

II Forecasting Models

In this section we present the two models we shall use in our forecast comparisons. The first is

representative of a wide class of macro-economic models. The second is a micro-based model–a

stylized version of the model described in Evans and Lyons (2004a). Both models produce a present

value representation for the log spot rate similar to equation (1).

II.I Macro Models

The macro model we examine has two central features: (i) the discount factor b is very close to

unity and (ii) information about future fundamentals arrives simultaneously to all agents, who in

turn revise their forecasts for fundamentals in unison. Engel and West (2004b) note that feature

(i) is a property of two of the most important models used in macro: the money-income model and

Taylor-rule model. In the former, fundamentals are given by

ft = mt −m∗t − γ(yt − y∗t ) + qt − (vt − v∗t + αρt) ,

where mt is the log nominal money supply, yt is log nominal output, qt is the real exchange rate,

and ρt is the FX risk premium (a “∗” denotes a foreign variable). This specification produces a

discount factor b that equals α/(1 + α), where α is the interest semi-elasticity of money demand

in both countries. Engel and West note that estimates of α in the literature of between 20 and

60 imply that b is very close to unity. When interest rates are set according to a Taylor-rule,

fundamentals are

ft ≡ (pt − p∗t )− 1
ϕ0

£
ρt + ϕ1(y

g
t − y∗gt ) + ϕ2(πt − π∗t ) + ut − u∗t

¤
,
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where pt is the log nominal price level, y
g
t is the “output gap”, and πt is inflation. In this case

the discount factor b equals (1 + ϕ0)
−1 , where ϕ0 is the coefficient on the spot rate in the Taylor

interest-rate rule. Engel and West point out that the values for ϕ0 implied by actual monetary

policy rules are small so that the discount factor b must again be close to one.

Given the arguments above, there is little point in trying to forecast ∆st+1 using st − ft.

Instead we make use of another feature of both the money-income and Taylor-rule models, the UIP

equation: Et∆st+1 = it−i∗t +ρt. Notice that if either model is correct, it−i∗t +ρt =
1−b
b (st −Etft) .

Combining this expression with equation (2) gives us the ex-post version of the UIP equation:

∆st+1 = it − i∗t + ρt + εt+1. (5)

It is important to stress that this equation is just as good a specification as (2) from a forecasting

point of view. From a practical standpoint, both equations require an assumption about the

risk premium. We consider macro forecasts based on two assumptions: (A) ρt = ρ and (B)

ρt = ϕ0 − ϕ(it − i∗t ). Both specifications are encompassed by the regression:

∆st+1 = a0 + a(it − i∗t ) + εt+1. (6)

Under (A), we have UIP with a constant risk premium: a0 = ρ and a = 1, and under (B) deviations

in UIP are perfectly correlated with the interest differential a0 = ϕ0, and a = 1−ϕ. We shall refer

to (6) as the UIP model when assumption (A) holds, and as the Fama model when assumption (B)

holds.

II.II A Micro-Based Model

Exchange rate dynamics in the micro-based model also focus on the present value relation. However,

in this context there is a rather subtle but significant difference: the relevant expectation is that of

the marketmaker. Specifically,

st = (1− b)
X∞

i=0
biEm

t ft+i. (7)

Here the present value relation characterizes the form of the price-setting rule for marketmakers;

Em
t denotes expectations conditioned on marketmakers’ information at the start of period t. This is

a crucial difference because micro-based models focus on the process by which marketmakers obtain

information (micro-level learning, in contrast to the symmetric-information learning in traditional
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macro models). In particular, rewriting (7) we have:

∆st+1 =
¡
1−b
b

¢
(st −Em

t ft) + εmt+1, (8a)

εmt+1 ≡ (1− b)
X∞

i=0
bi
¡
Em
t+1 −Em

t

¢
ft+i+1. (8b)

Thus, innovations in spot rates, εmt+1, come from the present value of revisions in marketmaker

forecasts of future fundamentals.

Micro-based models tell us that marketmakers obtain information about fundamentals from the

flow of transactions, specifically order flow.3 The idea is simple: If the trades of private agents

convey information about future fundamentals that is not currently known to marketmakers, then

marketmakers will learn from those trades. Note that for the trades of private agents to convey

information, it is not necessary that private agents perceive themselves to have superior information:

they could instead be trading for purely allocational motives (e.g., clearing export transactions or

repatriating earnings from abroad), with the sum of these trades conveying information about the

macro-economy that is not otherwise available at the time. When a large number of agents are

trading for correlated reasons, the resulting transaction flow during period t (after st is set) will

convey information to marketmakers that causes them to revise their fundamentals forecasts.

Let us now consider the implications of the micro model for forecasting. First, note that any

variable correlated with the arrival of information to marketmakers will be correlated with the

exchange rate innovation εmt+1. Thus, transaction flows during period t seem an obvious candidate.

There is strong empirical support for this idea in the data (Evans and Lyons 2002a,b). But from a

forecasting point of view, this does not get us far. Rather, we need to understand whether trans-

actions flows generated before period t could be correlated with the arrival of information between

the start of periods t and t+1. If every marketmaker observed all transactions flows contemporane-

ously, the exchange rate innovation εmt+1 should only be correlated with the unanticipated portion

of transactions flows during period t. As a result, εmt+1 should not be correlated with transaction

flows during periods t− 1 and earlier.
In sum, the forecasting power of micro-based models rest to two critical features. First, trans-

actions flows must contain information relevant for fundamentals. This feature arises in an environ-

ment where either (1) agents initiating trades in the FX market have information they believe they

can take advantage of; or (2) agents are trading for allocative reasons and the aggregate of those

trades correlates with the current state of the macroeconomy. The second feature concerns the

delay between the time information first generates transaction flows and the time this fact is widely

recognized by marketmakers. If there is no delay because marketmakers can observe aggregate

order flow contemporaneously, then spot rates will be correlated contemporaneously with order

3Order flow is signed transaction flow. Trades are signed from the direction of the initiating counterparty.
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flow (as in Evans and Lyons 2002a). The forecasting power of order flow arises precisely because

it takes time for the implications of aggregate order flow to be recognized across all marketmakers

and hence reflected in spot prices.

We can illustrate how information in order flow may be delayed with a simple example. Suppose

marketmakers observe only part of the aggregate order flow in real time, and learn fully about

aggregate order flow with a lag. In particular, let us assume that aggregate order flow during

period t, xt+1, follows an AR(1) process: xt+1 = λxt + vt+1 where vt+1 is a i.i.d. mean zero shock

with variance σ2v. Further, assume that each marketmaker (indexed by i) observes a sample of

aggregate order flow xit+1 during period t trading where xit+1 = xt+1 + ξit+1 and ξit+1 is a i.i.d.

mean zero idiosyncratic shock with variance σ2ξ . We also assume that marketmakers learn the

true aggregate order flow with a one-period delay. Thus, at the start of period t, marketmaker i’s

information Ωit comprises the history of aggregate order flow {xt−1, xt−2, ...} and individual order
flow

©
xit, x

i
t−1, x

i
t−2, ...

ª
. In this environment, the unexpected order flow observed by marketmaker

i during period t trading can be shown to be:

xit+1 −Ei
tx

i
t+1 = xt+1 −Ei

txt+1 + ξit+1,

= vt+1 + λψvt + ξit+1, (9)

where ψ ≡ σ2ξ/(σ
2
v + σ2ξ) and Ei

t denotes expectations conditioned on Ω
i
t. Thus, the order flow

information received by marketmaker i has an aggregate component vt+1 that follows an MA(1)

and an idiosyncratic component ξit+1. This means that the information received by individual

marketmakers during period t trading will be correlated with past innovations in aggregate order

flow vt.

Does this mean that the forecast revisions εmt+1 can be correlated with vt? Not necessarily. It

depends on whether marketmakers would find it optimal to change their own price quotes in the

face of idiosyncratic information. This is not the case in models of marketmaker behavior (Lyons

1997 and Evans and Lyons 2002a). In the Bayes-Nash equilibrium of these models, each market-

maker chooses to trade on idiosyncratic information (at the prices quoted by other marketmakers)

rather than simply announcing it to others in the form of a price quote. Moreover, if differences

between the quotes set by marketmakers in a given period make them vulnerable to being arbi-

traged, marketmakers have a further reason not to change their quotes in response to idiosyncratic

information. In the context of our example, this Bayes-Nash logic means that marketmakers would

not change their quote between t and t+1 based on xit+1−Ei
tx

i
t+1 because it contains idiosyncratic

information ξit+1. Rather, they would wait until they have a more precise signal, one that is purged

of ξit+1. This is achieved at the start of period t + 1 when they learn xt. When all marketmakers

learn xt, the value of vt becomes common knowledge.
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We can put these ideas together in a stylized model of fundamentals and order flow:

∆ft = φ∆ft + ut + δvt, (10a)

xt = λxt−1 + vt. (10b)

Equation (10a) extends our specification of the fundamentals process in equation (4). Innovations

in fundamentals growth include a common-knowledge component ut, and a component correlated

with the innovation in aggregate order flow, vt. We assume that ut is observed contemporaneously

(i.e. at the start of period t), and that vt only becomes known to all marketmarkers with a one

period delay. Under these assumptions, marketmakers do not know the concurrent state of the

macroeconomy. Rather Em
t ft−1 = ft−1, and Em

t ft = (φ+ 1)ft−1 − φft−2 + ut, so ft −Em
t ft = δvt.

With these results we can rewrite equation (7) as

st = Em
t ft +

bφ
1−bφE

m
t ∆ft =

1
1−bφft −

bφ
1−bφft−1 −

δ
1−bφvt,

so the innovation in spot rates εmt+1 ≡ st+1 −Em
t st+1 is:

εmt+1 =
1

1−bφ (ft+1 −Em
t ft+1)− bφ

1−bφ (ft −Em
t ft)− δ

1−bφvt+1 =
1

1−bφut+1 +
[1+φ(1−b)]δ

1−bφ vt.

Finally, substituting for vt and combining the result with (8a) gives the following forecasting equa-

tion:

∆st+1 =
1−b
b (st −Em

t ft) +
1

1−bφut+1 +
[1+φ(1−b)]δ

1−bφ (xt − λxt−1) . (11)

This equation shows that lagged order flows can have forecasting power for spot rates even when

the discount factor is very close to unity: the coefficient on the last term has a limiting value of

δ/(1− φ) as b→ 1.

In the empirical analysis below we consider two forecasting equations based on (11). The first

specification is given by
∆st+1 = a0 + axaggt + et+1, (12)

where xaggt denotes aggregate order flow from six end-user segments. The second specification

considers the forecasting power of disaggregated order flow:

∆st+1 = a0 +
X6

j=1
ajx

dis
j,t + et+1, (13)

where xdisj,t denotes the order flow from segment j. Notice that the transaction flows in both spec-

ifications are derived from trading that took place before the start of period t.4 Below we refer to

4Equations (12) and (13) do not include the interest differential to control for the first term on the right hand
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the specificaions in (12) and (13) as the Micro I and Micro II models.

One further point deserves emphasis: the fact that aggregate order flow has forecasting power

for spot rates is not a violation of market efficiency (at least not in the weak or semi-strong senses

of efficiency). As researchers, we have access to aggregate order flow data that was not part of

the information set available to all marketmakers at the time they were setting spot rates. Ex

post, forecastability looks like a missed opportunity for profit (though not necessarily on a risk-

adjusted basis). Ex ante, however, it is important to recognize that this order flow information is

not available to everyone.

III Empirical Analysis

III.I Data

Our empirical analysis utilizes a new data set that comprises end-user transaction flows, spot rates

and euro deposit rates over six and half years. The transaction flow data is of a fundamentally

different type and it covers a much longer time period than the data used in earlier work (e.g., Evans

and Lyons 2002a,b). The difference in type is our shift from inter-marketmaker order flow to end-

user order flow. By end users we are referring to three main segments: non-financial corporations,

investors (such as mutual funds and pension funds), and leveraged traders (such as hedge funds

and proprietary traders). The data set also contains information on trading location. From this

we construct order flows for six end-user segments: trades executed in the US and non-US markets

for non-financial firms, investors, and leveraged traders. Though inter-marketmaker transactions

account for about two-thirds of total volume in major currency markets, they are largely derivative

of the underlying shifts in end-user demands. Our data on the end-user segments include all of

Citibank’s end-user trades in the largest spot market, the USD/EUR market, from January 1993

to June 1999.5 The data also include all of Citibank’s end-user trades in the USD/EUR forward

market over the same period. Citibank’s end-user market share in these currencies is in the 10-15

percent range; no other bank has a larger market share in these currencies.

III.II Forecast Comparisons

We test for forecastability in two ways. First, we report mean-squared error (MSE) ratios to be

comparable with earlier studies, notably Nelson Mark (1995) and Jon Faust et al. (2003). We

also construct a new test statistic for comparing the forecasting performance of models relative

side of (11). Adding the interest differential has no effect on the forecasting performance of the micro-based models
because, as we shall see, the differential has no forecasting power whatsoever.

5Before January 1999, data for the euro are synthesized from data in the underlying markets against the dollar,
using weights of the underlying currencies in the euro.
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to the random walk (RW).6 This statistic, the "projection" statistic, is both easy to compute

and has a straightforward asymptotic distribution under the null that the exchange rate follows a

random walk. It also provides an economically meaningful measure of forecasting performance. All

of our results are based on recursive estimates of the non-RW model using a growing number of

observations.

We compute the projection statistic as follows: Let ∆hst+h|t denote the forecast of ∆hst+h ≡
st+h − st computed from a model estimated with data available on day t. First we construct the

recursive h-period out-of-sample forecasts for the non-RWmodel over the forecasting period starting

on day S and ending on day T − h : (i.e., \∆st+h|t for S < t ≤ T − h). Next we regress the forecasts

on the realized values for ∆st+h :

\∆st+h|t = β0 + β∆st+h + wt+h.

Under the null hypothesis that st follows a random walk, there is no forecast change in the spot rate

so ∆st+h|t = 0. Under these circumstances, the out-of-sample forecasts based on the alternative

model estimates, \∆st+h|t, only differ from zero due to the presence of sampling error. Furthermore,
since these forecasts are calculated using data up to day t, the error cannot be correlated with

∆st+h under the null. These observations imply that we can compare forecasting performance

of a model against the random walk benchmark, simply by testing for the significance of the β

coefficient. If the alternate model does no better than the RW, we should find estimates of β

insignificantly different from zero. If the alternate model does have forecasting power, then the

estimates of β should be positive and significant. The only factor complicating inference concerns

the possible presence of serial correlation in wt+h. We compute an estimate of the variance of β

using the Newey-West (1987) estimator.7

III.III Results

Our results are reported in Table 1. The table presents the forecasting power of four different

models: the UIP and Fama models based on equation (6), the Micro I model specified in (12),

and the Micro II model specified in (13). These models are compared across 5 different forecasting

horizons h: 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 trading days, using 6/3/1996 as the start of the forecasting period.8

6We construct this test because conventional statistics based on MSE’s as computed by Christiano (1989), Mark
(1995) and others have a complicated (non-normal) asymptotic distribution when the models are nested, as they are
here (Clark and McCraken 2001).

7Consistency of the standard error on β requires that the truncation lag used in the covariance estimator increases
with the sample size. In practice we set the truncation lag to h− 1.

8The number of out-of-sample forecasts used to compute the MSE and projection statistics for h = {1, 5, 10, 15, 20}
are 797, 793, 788, 783, and 778, respectively. Since there are at least 38 non-overlapping observations (778/20 > 38)
in the forecasting period, our results should be largely immune to the well-known small-sample problems that plague
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Table 1: Forecast Comparisons
Horizon h (trading days)

1 5 10 15 20
UIP
MSE 1.001 1.006 1.012 1.016 1.021
p-value (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000)
β 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

p-value (0.058) (0.597) (0.542) (0.488) (0.414)
Fama

MSE Ratio 1.005 1.011 1.022 1.035 1.054
p-value (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000)

β 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.010
p-value (0.533) (0.332) (0.457) (0.452) (0.359)
Micro I

MSE Ratio 1.026 1.015 1.001 0.946 0.896
p-value (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (0.357) (0.106)

β 0.002 0.024 0.092 0.133 0.129
p-value (0.398) (0.118) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Micro II
MSE Ratio 0.961 0.876 0.848 0.810 0.806
p-value (0.124) (0.024) (0.091) (0.045) (0.055)

β 0.027 0.057 0.102 0.122 0.157
p-value (0.005) (0.018) (0.005) (0.007) (0.002)

Notes: MSE ratio is the ratio of mean squared forecast errors for the non-RW model to the RW
model. The p-value from a one-sided test for the RW null is reported in parenthesis under the
MSE ratios. These p-values are computed as in Mark (1995) with the Andrews AR(1) rule for the
truncation lag The p-values below the estimates of β are for the null β = 0 and are computed from
the asymptotic distribution of the OLS estimates using Newey-West estimator with h− 1 lags.

Note that 20 trading days is 4 trading weeks, i.e., roughly one calendar month. In the UIP and

Fama models we use euro deposit rates with maturities that match the forecast horizon. In the

micro-based models order flows are derived from transactions over the h trading days starting on

day t− h.

Table 1 shows that the forecasting performance of the macro models is uniformly poor, in

keeping with results from Meese and Rogoff (1983) and the voluminous literature that followed

their work (for a recent update, see Yin-Wong Cheung et al. forthcoming). In contrast, the

forecasting performance of the micro models is significantly better, particularly as the forecasting

horizon is extended. According to the projection statistic, the forecasting ability of the Micro I

model is significantly better than the RW model at the one percent level at horizons of 10 days

inference in long-horizon forecast comparisons conducted over standard data spans.
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or longer. The results from the Micro II model are if anything even stronger. The projection

statistics indicate that disaggregated order flow has statistically significant forecasting power for

spot rate changes at all horizons. This finding is robust to our forecasting method. We find similar

results when forecasts are based on rolling estimates of the Micro II model using a fixed number of

observations.

The estimates of β also provides us with a more economically meaningful measure of the fore-

casting performance. By definition, the h- period change in the spot rate comprises a forecastable

and unforecastable component: ∆st+h ≡ \∆st+h|t +\εt+h|h. Multiplying both sides of this identity
by ∆st+h, and taking expectations gives us a variance decomposition for spot rate changes:

V ar (∆st+h) = Cov
³
∆st+h, \∆st+h|t

´
+ Cov

¡
\εt+h|h,∆st+h

¢
.

Since the projection coefficient β is simply the ratio of the covariance between ∆st+h and \∆st+h|t to
the variance of ∆st+h, the values for β reported in Table 1 estimate the contribution of the model

forecasts to the variance of spot rate changes over the forecasting period. As the table shows,

forecast based on either micro-based model account for a greater fraction of the variance in spot

rates as the forecasting horizon rises. Forecasts from the Micro II model account for almost 16 per

cent of the sample variance in monthly spot rate changes. By this metric, the forecasting power of

disaggregated order flows is truly significant from an economic perspective.

IV Conclusions

Within the public information paradigm, which is standard in exchange rate economics, the scope

for successful exchange rate forecasting is narrow indeed: forecasts based on ex-ante expected

changes perform poorly (Meese and Rogoff 1983, Engel and West 2004b) and forecasting surprises

is, by definition, impossible from pubic information. Relaxing complete information offers, at least

at the conceptual level, a way to proceed. We provide a model showing why there may exist

types of non-public information that should be useful for forecasting exchange rate surprises (i.e.,

price changes that cannot be explained based on measures of public information). Because our

model provides a structural interpretation that is fundamentals based, this shows that surprises

being forecastable is consistent with the bedrock idea that exchange rates are driven by macro

fundamentals.

The proof is, of course, in the empirical pudding. When we compare the true, ex-ante forecasting

performance of a micro-based model against both a standard macro model and a random walk, we

find that the micro-based model consistently out-performs both: micro-based forecasts account for

roughly 16 percent of the variance in monthly spot rate changes. Because our analysis is not based

12



on concurrent, realized values of the forcing variables–as was that of Meese and Rogoff (1983)–the

results provide a level of empirical validation as yet unattained by other models. Put differently,

our tests are qualitatively stronger than those of Meese and Rogoff in the sense that the hurdle

for finding that our micro-based model outperforms a random walk is even higher here. Moreover,

as Evans and Lyons (2004b) shows, there is firm evidence that the non-public information that

we exploit here for forecasting exchange rates is also useful for forecasting macro fundamentals

themselves.

Future work along micro-based modeling lines might consider the following related issues. First,

is the forecasting power here coming from the real economy (i.e., the non-financial firms)? If

so, this would provide a still closer link to the relevance of supply-side factors in exchange rate

determination (in the spirit of new open economy modeling). Second, if the dispersed information

framework is the right one, what are the implications for deep issues such as market incompleteness,

risk sharing, and goods-market pricing? Third, to what degree is the information being revealed

in order flow actually macroeconomic information? Might it instead be due, at least in part, to

variations in equilibrium expected returns? And if the latter, what are the links to existing models

of risk-premium determination?
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